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Transition Assessment – ELL 
 

Vocabulary Words per Standard 
 

This list of words represents the vocabulary that is used in the bank of assessment items that were written to create the ELL 
Transition assessment.  Not all items were used on the test forms.  Thus, students will not encounter every word on this list as 
they take the assessment.  This list is provided to give a general idea of the type of vocabulary that could be on the 
Transition test.  It is not meant to be a curriculum.  The words have been sorted into two categories.  Some words could fall 
under more than one category, but they have been sorted based on how they are used in the Transition class according to 
the designated standards assessed on the test. 
 

Tier 2 Vocabulary – These are words used frequently in academic language that can be applied across multiple 
content areas. 
Tier 3 Vocabulary – These words are specific to concepts within specific content areas. They are used less 
frequently than tier 2 words.  

 
 

Standard 
PO 

Tier 2 Words Tier 3 Words 

4.A appropriate, behavior, end, greets, ignores, 
improve, morning, professional, responds, 
serves, waiting, wave, wears 

appearance, bank, boss, chef, clothes, conversation, court, 
customer, dress shirt, employee, gas station, grocery, gym, 
handshake, hat, interviewer, job interview, law office, 
lawyer, manager, patients, policeman, receptionist, 
restaurant, store, supermarket, t-shirt, tennis shoes, waitress, 
workplace 
 

1.C confirm, creating, doing, press, problem, 
purpose, solving  
 
 

application, icon, job application, power cord, report, 
research, slide show, spreadsheet, unplug 

2.B action, active listening, collaborate, 
collaboration, communication, competition, 
copy, criticizing, demonstrates, equal, 
example, facing, gathers, group, guide, 
identify, material, members, participation, 
presents, productive, shares, speaking, 
shows 
 

aggression, arguing, budget, certificate, classmates, 
complaining, construction, initiative, employee, leader, 
notetaker, presenter, professional dress, project, 
researcher, role, schedule, strategy, teamwork, timekeeper, 
writer 
 
 
 

9.A category, consider, create, difference, 
included, mode, option, professional 

electricity, entertainment, gasoline, manicure, mode of 
transportation, salary, total expenses, utilities 

E1.A action steps, attitude, belongs, finish, 
important, need, neighbor, planning, 
practice, reaching, section, step, 
understanding, want, write 
 
 

affiliation, bank account, emergency contact, Four 
Affiliations, goal, high school, hobbies, language skills, 
long-term goal, MCRSD Education Career Action Plan, 
medical school, patients, public speaking, short-term goal, 
trade school   
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E1.B activity, donate, volunteer beginning goal, middle goal, food bank 
 

E1.C 
 

answer, ask, calendar, complete, feelings, 
filling out, information, meet, need, question, 
say, section, stand for, table, telephone, 
type of information, welcome, wrong 
 
 

address, birthdate, driver’s license, ECAP folder, education, 
finance, future, ID (identification) card, medical, middle 
initial, personal information, residence, state, tax, work 
information, zip code  
 

E1.D become, exam, married, master, owner, 
reach, represent, safety 
 
 

architect, business, car dealer, computer skills,  hardware 
company, manager, mechanic, medical assistant, nurse, real 
estate agent, recipe, soccer coach, time period, university, 
woodworking  
 

E1.E animals, completes, missing, requires chef, cosmetologist, culinary, doctor, graduating, hospital, 
lawyer, principal, reporter, scientist, teacher, veterinarian 
 

R.4.E-29 available, building, busy, calendar, conflicts, 
during, happening, item, join, location, meet, 
o’clock, operate, prep, reading, scheduling, 
study, support, ticket, trip, work 
 

appointment, bedtime, dentist, homework, semester, 
tutoring 
 
 
 
  

R.4.E-21 add, returns, values advertisement, capital, carpenter, cashier, combination, 
computer, costs, cursor, deluxe, deletes, dime, document, 
dollar bills, erase, error, exactly, function, highlighted, 
historical, keyboard, keys, landscaper, log in, mouse, nail 
polish, nickel, paragraph, penny, perfume, power button, 
quarter, set of, typing skill,  
 

W.2.PE-16 incorrect capitalization, proper names, punctuation, scared, sentence, 
spelling, “to be”, verb 
 

W.2.PE-3 utilization, correct 
 
 

capital letters, capitalized, cover letter 
 

W.2.PE-4  comma, exclamation mark, grammar, greeting, period, 
punctuated, punctuation, punctuation mark, question mark 
 

 


